
90 DEGREE HINGE KIT

Before installation of the hinge set please ensure that the 
package contains all the items shown in the photograph 
(Left).

1 x 550mm Top Strap Band c/w offset eye
1 x 110 x 100mm plate c/w welded 20mm hook
1 x 100 x 100mm plate c/w adjustable 20mm hook
1 x Adjustable bottom gate eye with 2 ‘C’ brackets
3 x M10 x 100 Coach Bolts c/w Nut
8 x M10 x 100 Coach Screws

DESIGNED FOR A 150 X 150MM TIMBER POST

Installation Instructions
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1. Offer up top 600mm Top band to top rail of gate and mark position of the three boltholes on each side – the offset 
eye must be on the inside edge of the gate leaf.
2. Drill approx halfway through the top rail on both sides and holes should meet in the middle.
3. Feed the Coach bolts through and tighten.
4. Drill the Hang stile between the bottom two rails to take the Adjustable bottom gate eye.
5. Fit the Easy Latch® to gate assembly if purchased referring to separate instructions issued with the Easy Latch®.
6. Decide where the gate should hang on the post and mark the position of both plates as shown in photo. Note the 
lower plate requires an additional hole in the post to take the threaded screw. Fit both plates using two coach screws 
each for the moment. If one hook is to be inverted for added security, allow 5mm for the gate to rise between its open 
and closed positions.
7. Hang the gate by inserting top hook and threading the adjustable eye onto the gate and tightening nuts.
8. Check operation of the gate and if satisfactory fit the remaining coach screws onto the posts.
9. Remove any rough edges and / or excess thread.

We strongly advise the use of personal safety equipment where appropriate: gloves, glasses boots etc.


